Call: 0203 137 6351
Email: hello@panoptics.com

Trusted Access
Panoptics deliver the world’s easiest and most secure Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) solution, in partnership with Duo. The
Trusted Access platform provides a holistic security solution that protects every application you own, whether on-premise or
cloud-based, reducing the risk of a data breach from compromised credentials, known vulnerabilities or device exploits.
Enterprise level application security made painless.

Service Description
A security solution designed to address today’s enterprise security risks in a world where access to applications is paramount but security threats prevalent.
With employees now working from multiple different locations, using a range of devices including their own personal uncontrolled equipment, secure remote
login to your business applications is essential. With Duo’s comprehensive security solution, we effortlessly confirm the exact identity of your users and the
health of their devices before they connect to your applications – eliminating the most common cybersecurity risks at the source.
The Trusted Access platform completely “rethinks” security whilst working seamlessly with your existing technology, people and their devices by protecting
your business’s entire application landscape, including both on-premise and cloud-based deployments, using cutting-edge Single-Sign-On (SSO) and Two
Factor Authentication (2FA).
By utilising Duo’s simple and easy to use Two-Factor Authentication, your business can verify the exact identity of the user whilst enforcing any specific user
access policies. Additionally, the platform will check your user’s devices for out-of-date software and missing security controls, providing yet further control
and reducing the threat of software vulnerabilities by blocking any risky devices from accessing your data and applications.

Benefits
Protect every business application with 2FA and SSO
Flexible Authentication options including push, soft token, SMS, Phone Call, U2F, Wearables, Biometrics & HW Tokens
Simple, user-friendly login which every end user will love
Complete control over user and device access policies
Identify vulnerable users and devices by deploying phishing test campaigns within minutes
Easily meet compliance requirements including PCI and ISO 27001
Truly out-of-band (OOB) authentication
Isolated from your IT infrastructure
SOC 2 compliant security management
Isolated from primary authentication
Fraud alerting through Deny-with-a-cause

As one of only a handful of UK Duo partners, Panoptics draws upon its extensive experience to offer all our customers a seamless integration across their
entire estate and a single, simple security experience across cloud and on-premise applications alike.
Offering a fully consultative approach to your entire security ecosystem, talk to us today and we can demonstrate first hand the benefits of a Duo Security
solution. Call 0203 137 6351 or email hello@panoptics.com

Other Services To Consider
Discover how all of our services work together to deliver additional end user benefits and greater value… click here

Systems Management

Hosted Virtual Machines

Remote Monitoring

Proactive management of business
systems which maintains a stable IT
estate and rapid response to incidents.

Scalable and secure solution that
enables businesses to consume new
resources quickly and without upfront
costs.

Comprehensive Remote Monitoring
which provides complete visibility of a
businesses IT environment 24x7x365.

We're always available to discuss any IT Project and would welcome the opportunity to talk it through. Get in touch now and we're
confident we will find the perfect solution for your business.
Get in touch today.
0203 137 6351
www.panoptics.com

